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Abstract Trends like digital transformation even in-

tensify the already overwhelming mass of information

knowledge workers face in their daily life. To counter
this, we have been investigating knowledge work and

information management support measures inspired by

human forgetting. In this paper, we give an overview

of solutions we have found during the last five years as

well as challenges that still need to be tackled. Addi-
tionally, we share experiences gained with the prototype

of a first forgetful information system used 24/7 in our

daily work for the last three years. We also address the

untapped potential of more explicated user context as

well as features inspired by Memory Inhibition, which

is our current focus of research.
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1 Introduction

The ever increasing flood of information knowledge work-
ers face in their daily lives even intensifies by techno-

logical trends like digital transformation. Thus, their

usual multi-tasking craziness [10], constantly switching

from one context to another, each being associated with
different tasks, documents, mails, etc., gets even worse.

As a typical consequence, their personal information

space, such as file/mail/bookmark folders, is cluttered

with information that has become irrelevant. Thus, find-

ing important information gets harder and much of

previously gained knowledge is practically lost.

To address these problems, we have been investigat-

ing solutions inspired by human forgetting since 2013,

starting with the EU-project ForgetIT 1 and continuing
in the Managed Forgetting project2, which is part of

the recent priority program on “Intentional Forgetting

in Organizations” by the German Research Foundation

(DFG). Together with other teams of this program we

already presented an overview on perspectives and chal-
lenges of intentional forgetting in artificial intelligence

systems in general [43].

In this paper, we complement that survey having

a particular focus on knowledge work and information

management support. First, we give an overview of

solutions we already found in the two aforementioned

projects. We especially share experience gained with the

prototype of a first forgetful information system (FIS)

that we have been using 24/7 in our daily work for the

last three years (Section 2). Additionally, we point out

which challenges still need to be tackled, give insights on

how we intend to address them, or present first solutions

or prototypes that are still under development (Section

1 2013–2016, www.forgetit-project.eu
2 2016–2019, www.spp1921.de/projekte/p4.html.de

www.forgetit-project.eu
www.spp1921.de/projekte/p4.html.de
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3). Section 4 concludes this paper and gives an outlook

on planned next steps.

2 Towards Forgetful Information Systems in

Practice

In the ForgetIT and Managed Forgetting projects, we

investigated knowledge work and information manage-

ment support measures inspired by human forgetting.

Especially in the second project, our investigation is

positioned in the context of a grass-roots Organiza-

tional Memory (OM), which relies on the principles

of decentralization and self-organization: Effective, dy-

namic and tailored knowledge management is achieved

by knowledge-based assistance and knowledge acquisi-

tion in daily activities of knowledge workers which in

turn also shapes the captured and represented knowl-

edge. Following the eat-your-own-dogfood credo, we ex-

tended our OM system, which we have been using in

daily work for over seven years now, with forgetting

mechanisms, in use now for the last three years. Before
presenting its details, also serving as solutions to the

aforementioned problems, we will first give an introduc-

tion into the terminological and technical background.

2.1 Managed Forgetting

As an extension to the binary keep-or-delete paradigm,

we understand Managed Forgetting (MF) [17,27,29] as

an escalating set of measures: from temporal hiding,

to condensation, to adaptive synchronization, archiving

and deletion. It is a form of intentional forgetting that

is completely based on observed evidences: the system

learns what to forget and what to focus on in a self-

organizing and decentralized way.

As a key concept for realizing this form of MF we

have presented Memory Buoyancy (MB) [27,28], which

is intended to represent an information item’s current

value for the user. It follows the metaphor that items

which start to lose relevance for the user “sink away”,

while those that are important are pushed closer to the

user by their higher buoyancy.

Information Value Assessment (IVA) for deciding

about the current importance of an information item is

core for dynamically determining its MB value. IVA in

the context of MF has been investigated for individual

types of resources such as photos [4] as well as in broader

terms for the resources on a user’s desktop [44,24].

Like stated before, this form of MF requires cap-

turing and interpreting evidences in order to work. We

chose the Semantic Desktop, which will be discussed in

the following, to serve this purpose.

2.2 The Semantic Desktop as an ecosystem for

Managed Forgetting

The Semantic Desktop & PIMO. The Semantic Desktop

(SemDesk) [34] is especially intended to capture knowl-

edge that emerges from individuals and then spreads

into groups like project teams. SemDesk brings Seman-

tic Web3 technology to users’ computing devices us-

ing a knowledge representation, i.e. giving resources

unique identifiers (URIs) and allowing to make state-

ments about them, e.g. using RDF4, resulting in a se-
mantic graph. Information items (files, mails, contacts,

events, topics, . . . ) that are separated on the computer

(file system, mail client, web browser, . . . ) but are re-

lated to each other in a person’s mind, can thus be

semantically represented and interlinked in a machine

understandable way. As soon as such an item is semanti-

cally represented, it is called a “thing”, which describes

the item uniquely as an URI complemented by further

statements like its type or a reference to the originating

resource such as an URL or message-id of an e-mail.

Capturing a user’s mental model as accurate as pos-

sible is done in a Personal Information Model (PIMO)

[35], which serves as the basis for knowledge represen-

tation in SemDesk. Shared parts of multiple PIMOs

result in a Group Information Model (GIMO) forming

the basis for an OM.

From Evidence Collection to User Support Measures.

Concerning SemDesk applications, two categories, newly

created semantic ones and plug-ins to enhance tradi-

tional, non-semantic ones, could be observed so far [7].

We recently presented our idea of Plug-Outs [15], head-

less plug-ins often just having the rudimentary func-

tionality of sending out in-app events to the SemDesk.

Complementing these plug-outs with the transparent

integration of SemDesk using standard protocols and a

sidebar for advanced features [15], we get an environ-

ment capable of capturing rich contextual evidences in

two ways: implicitly (plug-out and protocol information)

as well as explicitly (sidebar usage). These evidences are

then processed further, especially in terms of informa-

tion extraction [14], to elicit the user’s current activity

and context. This results in the respective stimulation

of the user’s PIMO and appropriate MF measures. Cur-

rently, we observe the file system, web browsers and

email clients. Further tools for process and application

observation, especially also using accessibility interfaces

[11], are under development. A comparative, yet in-

complete literature overview of user activity tracking

endeavors can be found in [36]. In summary, the whole

3 www.w3.org/standards/semanticweb
4 www.w3.org/RDF

www.w3.org/standards/semanticweb
www.w3.org/RDF
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Fig. 1 Evidence collection to user support measures cycle of
a Forgetful Semantic Desktop

cycle from evidence collection to user support measures

of a Forgetful Semantic Desktop is depicted in Figure 1.

2.3 First prototype running 24/7 in practice

In ForgetIT, we extended our SemDesk prototype [25],

that we were already using 24/7 in daily work, with MF

features. These new forgetting capabilities were thus

directly embedded in daily activities, too, enabling us to

continuously test and optimize them in real-world sce-

narios as well as understand implications and challenges

of a forgetful information system.

To illustrate the challenge for the SemDesk usage, let

us look at one user there. As of July 2018, the semantic

graph of his PIMO consists of more than 18.000 things,

i.e., topics, tasks, events, persons, organizations, doc-

uments, web pages, images, notes, . . . , of which 2.000

are private ones and the rest either shared by him or

other users forming the group’s GIMO. There are not

only noteworthy or timeless things such as scientific

papers or project proposals among them, but also var-

ious ephemeral things. For instance, more than 1.000

tasks from over 7 years of daily usage leave their elec-

tronic footprints (including connected resources, topics,

or notes) in the PIMO. Now, these once relevant tasks

bear the potential to serve as a task journal – if not

even as source for know-how reuse – but also to congest

the semantic graph and search results.

Therefore, it is evident that the user would face an

information overflow, if each and every thing would be

treated with the same importance as currently required

information or important one from the past; PIMO’s

usefulness would thus be endangered. But requiring to

delete presumably outdated information counteracts

the philosophy of our evolving knowledge management

system due to the potentials for future situations of the

individual and the group.

Memory Buoyancy Calculation. The MB calculation in

our SemDesk evolved from the insights of the approach

in [44] and finally follows the design principles presented

in [24]. The basic ones are inspired by human brain ac-

tivity applied to the user’s mental model as represented

in a semantic graph and discussions with the team of

Prof. Logie (Psychology, University of Edinburgh) who

presented their insights in [22] (an interdisciplinary ap-

proach is also taken in the Managed Forgetting project

and is subject of Section 2.4). Therefore, the MB value

drops over time for things that are not stimulated (first
a steep decline then a long-tail of slow decline) whereas

the value increases for things and their associations

that are stimulated. To reflect learning effects, the MB

value decreases slower for things that are repeatedly

stimulated over time. The stimulations are based on ev-

idences derived from user actions (such as view, create,

or modify) involving resources represented as things in

the semantic graph.

The intensity of stimulating a thing and the out-

reach along the sub-graph it spans is determined by

applying a dedicated spreading activation algorithm [5]

using parameters such as types of the things, connecting

predicates as well as numbers of connections, and several

heuristics. This leads to effects like things such as topics,

which are not directly accessed but are connected to

resources currently in use, are raised in their MB value,

then forming hotspots in the semantic graph resembling

the user’s current mindset (of those items represented

in the PIMO).

Apart from tuning the spreading algorithm, most

influential on the IVA are the various heuristics ap-

plied. These cover assumptions as well as intended

beneficial effects for the knowledge work scenario. For

instance, applying specific decay curves for dedicated
types, e.g. enforcing e-mails to decay faster than pre-

sentations, is based on the observation that inherently

e-mails are more ephemeral whereas presentations might

imply more longevity. Further, upcoming events and con-

nected things are stimulated when approaching their

date and vice versa, decaying faster after the event (if

not stimulated again). Finished tasks do not get external

stimulations any more. This results in MB values for all

things in a PIMO, which then can be used for various

forgetting strategies outlined in the following.

Temporal Hiding. A first escalation step in our MF strat-

egy is hiding things which are below a certain threshold

in different places where users might be confronted with

an overwhelming amount of information items from the

semantic graph. Therefore, while browsing the PIMO, in

which a thing is usually represented on a single (HTML)

page with details (such as start and end date of an event)
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and all its relations to other things, connected things

below a specific MB threshold are hidden from direct

view of the user. This threshold is lower on desktop

devices and higher on mobile devices to reduce cognitive

load while being mobile, i.e., showing less presumably ir-

relevant information. A button “show forgotten” allows

to show the yet hidden things as well as to manipulate

the threshold for viewing.

A further experimental feature is hiding things in a

search result list with low MB value which simply hides

those things to be forgotten from the result list. The

search page has a threshold slider to lower or raise the

currently set threshold for the specific search allowing

to blend in those forgotten things in the position of their

original ranking.

Considering snippets used for explaining the content

of result list entries (of a search or a proactive informa-

tion delivery), the MB value is also used to choose a set

of things to be shown in the snippet. Here, instead of de-

ciding to hide, the sub-set of high buoyant things out of

all annotations of a thing are selected and shown in the

result entry as snippets. The assumption is that showing

all annotations of a document will overwhelm the user,

instead selecting the ones which are high-buoyant will

allow to give a clue to quickly grasp the relevancy for

the user’s mindset.

Adaptive Synchronization. Next step in our escalating

MF strategy is to move files to be forgotten from the

desktop to the cloud and finally to an archive. This still

keeps the semantic representation available, only the

place of the actual file changes. If access is required, it

can be automatically drawn in again. This is an experi-

mental feature embedded in the PIMO cloud synchro-

nization service running on a users’ desktop. Current

implementation proposes the user a list of files (which

are things) that can be forgotten on the computer, se-

lected files are created as cloud-files (if not already there)
and then removed locally. Moreover, an extension en-

ables an unsupervised adaptive synchronization of files

to a local storage if their MB is above or below a cer-

tain threshold (which again can be different depending

on the device type). This is useful for files which, e.g.,

originate from other users and are not yet available on

the device. The PIMO’s user interface then allows to

open the local version directly instead of downloading

it first. This leads to a set of documents on the device

which are relevant for the user’s current mindset (and

are not elsewhere on the device anyway).

Condensation. Further action can be undertaken if a

whole region of the semantic graph has a low MB such

as a long-finished task or project. Then it is possible to

condense this region (consisting of things and connected

resources) and just leave a representation of this region

for the user. Our PIMO Diary [13,16] uses condensation

to on demand generate condensed representations for

the user’s electronic footprints within a specific period

of time. The condensed representation is shown to the

user including associations to the contained things. This

bears the potential of forgetting the originating things

and resources (e.g., by moving them to an archive) while

keeping references in the condensation. This explicit

removal is not deployed on our PIMO, however, once
computed condensations are kept.

Lessons Learned. The MB calculation is in use for over

3 years. Our experience so far is that things are re-

ally gradually fading out if their relevancy decreases.

And vice versa, related things raise in their MB if they

are connected to user activities although they are not

directly accessed, thus forming a user’s recent mindset.

In contrast, there are also drawbacks: the naive ap-

proach for hiding in search has been dropped. An often

observed behavior was that users moved the slider to

change the threshold to zero (i.e., show everything) if

the results were not satisfying, instead of modifying the

query first; whereas with lots of results, the slider was

ignored. This implies that there is still not enough trust

in MF if the results are not as expected.

If things are raised in their MB although they are not

explicitly accessed heavily depends on their connectivity

in the graph. Thus, isolated areas might drop although

the relevancy is still given. Here, more automated inter-

connection is required and we see that if they belong to
some context, things are dragged along with the rest.

Likewise, raising the MB for a whole area takes some

time if the user jumps into a previously neglected area.

Several actions are required to differentiate between

visiting by chance or really working in that area again.

This also implies to consider contexts which can be

revisited after a long time but the user would expect

everything in place in analogy to the brain which is able

to quickly reconstruct a scenery.

Up to now, we only discussed the forgetting aspect

in our scenario. But from the knowledge management

viewpoint also the aspect of long-term information value

plays an important role. In [24] we also considered a

“preservation value” as an orthogonal view on things for

their long-term importance although they might only

have had a short-term relevancy for the user.

From these experiences and projections with other

research threads, we identified challenges which will be

addressed in Section 3.
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2.4 Untapped potential of explicated user context and

features inspired by Memory Inhibition

Explicated User Context. From the experiences pre-

sented in the last section, we learned that a greater

focus on user context can further improve solutions

found so far. We especially assume that users are aware

of the concept of context and what their current context

is (at least most of the time) [8]. In [15] we presented

a first SemDesk prototype5, that has context as an ex-

plicit element users can work in and interact with. We

will go into details in Section 3.1. Additionally, our cur-

rent information value assessment can be improved by

introducing context-sensitive MB values (see 3.2).

Memory Inhibition. In cognitive psychology, the term

Memory Inhibition describes the temporal suppression

of currently irrelevant or misleading information in or-

der to facilitate processing of relevant information [21].

Cognitive psychology experiments like [41] revealed that

intentionally forgetting about one task can enhance sub-

sequent cognitive performances like encoding and recall

of word material. A prominent explanation for these
benefits is memory inhibition of intentionally forgotten

information [3]. Inhibition can also help to efficiently

switch contexts, by mentally segregating irrelevant, in-

hibited information from currently relevant information

[40]. We intend to transfer these results to user con-

texts in knowledge work assuming that allowing users
to intentionally forget about their recently irrelevant

contexts increases their performance on the current one.

To allow users to intentionally forget, we will imple-

ment features inspired by Memory Inhibition, a concept,

to our best knowledge, so far – if at all – only implicitly

used in computer science without explicitly calling it

that way. In [42], we give an overview of Memory Inhi-

bition in cognitive and computer science and especially

its potential for the latter.

To get an impression of how one could define inhibi-

tion in computer science, consider the following example:

information items associated with different contexts are

activated by Spreading Activation (SA) [5]. Then, items

of those contexts, that have been activated but are irrel-

evant for a target context, will be suppressed (inhibited).

So, there is an additional differentiation mechanism for

items correctly activated by classic SA with respect to
a given target context. Thus, inhibition would be im-

plemented to reduce or overcome interference due to

information that is irrelevant for a particular target con-

text. Importantly, if contexts switch again, inhibition of

previously irrelevant items is released – thus inhibiting

5 demo video at https://pimo.opendfki.de/cSpaces/

Fig. 2 By adding hierarchical, forgetting and focal aspects
(blue), we extend the context model by Schwarz [37], which
itself is an extension (green) of the one by Maus [23] (black).

items always means making items temporarily unavail-

able.

3 Challenges

The last section already gave insights into which chal-

lenges we had to tackle to get a beneficial forgetful

information system, e.g. to establish continuous user

activity tracking or memory buoyancy calculation. In

this section, we will address open challenges or ones

that we have only solved partly so far. For the latter, we

will also give insights on how we intend to solve them.

Although we focus on a system to support information

management and knowledge work, some of the solutions

may also be applicable to FIS in other domains.

3.1 Capturing and efficiently storing metadata

especially contextual information

Context. We learned from cognitive psychology (see

2.4) that our previous research on context (e.g. [38,26,

13]) can be beneficial for MF: an information item can

be very important in one context while being totally

irrelevant in another. So, in order to finally decide about

an item’s relevancy and thus provide beneficial MF
measures, we have to take its associated contexts into

account. The context model we use is depicted in Figure

2. It is an extension of [37], which itself is an extension

of [23]. For our use case we additionally added the

following aspects: forgetting (which parts of a context

have been forgotten or condensed), focus (which parts

of a context are currently in focus; other parts may be

temporarily hidden, for example), and hierarchy (sub-

/super-contexts).

Capturing Context. In order to take contexts into ac-

count, we have to capture them first, which implies

https://pimo.opendfki.de/cSpaces/
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the usage of sensors. Currently, we completely focus

on virtual sensors [30] as realized by our plug-outs (see

2.2), for example. Since the ultimate answer which items

belong to which contexts is only available in a person’s

mind, there will probably always be a certain sensor and

interpretation gap. Thus, we can only try to minimize it

and approximate user contexts as well as possible. The

aforementioned idea of treating contexts as explicit ele-

ments that users can work in and interact with (see 2.4)

also helps us in this regard: users can casually help in

modeling their world by selecting their current context,
working with it (e.g., to accomplish a task), adding or

removing things, switching it, etc. We will come back

to this aspect in Section 3.4.

Storing Context. Once we are able to capture contexts,

we also have to store them efficiently together with

other (meta)data managed by our system, especially the

semantic graph (PIMO). Since several support decisions

need to be made in less than a second in order not

to harm user experience (system response time), we

especially need data structures capable for real-time

processing on usual computing devices. The same is

true for the used information extraction methods: they

should be able to operate in (near) real-time.

Privacy Issues. Another aspect we have to take into

account are privacy issues that arise immediately when

dealing with any kind of user activity tracking. Since
we are capturing possibly very sensitive data, we have

to take measures to protect users’ privacy. Possible

solutions are, for example, allowing to (temporarily)

disable the observation, only store sensitive data on

the user’s local device (no server/cloud sync) or only

stimulate the semantic graph (“activation” of respective

parts) without storing any details permanently.

3.2 Continuous, context-sensitive information value

assessment

We have presented our current version of information

value assessment resulting in different MB values in Sec-

tion 2.3. Doing IVA continuously is already a challenge,

since each click of a user may alter the MB of possibly a

lot of things (depending on semantic network connectiv-

ity). One problem of our current solution is that there is

only one MB value for a resource for each user, without

taking contexts into account. But, as stated before, an

item’s relevancy can strongly vary from one context to

another. Thus, we are in the process of advancing our

MB calculation to additionally take contexts into ac-

count [12]. If a resource is not associated with a context,

or not accessible by the user, its MB value for this user

and context is zero. In cases, in which we know that a

certain activity (tagging a website, opening a document,

etc.) was performed having selected a certain context

(e.g. ForgetIT project proposal), we thus only have to

update a relatively small part of the semantic network

compared to the original version, which also leads to

performance gains. We call this the local MB, since it

is only calculated for a certain context. Nevertheless,

we also keep a context-free MB value, the global MB,

summarizing all non-zero local MB values, thus pro-

viding an overall relevancy information of a resource
for a certain user. Especially with regard to OM, we

additionally introduce a group MB that summarizes the

global MB values of different users. More details and a

first prototypical implementation are presented in [12].

3.3 Improve user interfaces and support features to

enable cognitive offloading

Have you ever turned your head to read a tilted headline

more easily? If this is the case, you have been performing

a form of Cognitive Offloading [32]. Every strategic use

of physical actions like tilting your head or using a

calculator to reduce cognitive demands is defined as

Cognitive Offloading. Only two decades ago, people still

learned phone numbers by heart in order to be able

to call somebody. Today, you just select the person’s

name in your (smart)phone and a connection will be

established (assuming that you once have added that

person’s data to your contact list). That way, we are

using several devices as our extended external memory

store. Recent research in cognitive psychology shows

that such memory offload can have comparable benefits

for subsequent cognitive performance as discussed for

intentional forgetting in 2.4 [40,33]. As shown in [33],

the possibility to store information externally can even

be seen as an implicit cue to intentionally forget the

offloaded information as long as you can rely on the

device to continually store it [40].

In our scenario, think of contexts that “tell” the

users what they have done the last time when they

were working in/with them: what documents have been

read or written, what are open tasks to be performed,

etc. Such implementation allows the user to rely on the

SemDesk as their external memory for all reached work

progress. The intentional forgetting of externally stored

work progress can then benefit subsequent tasks and

ease the switch from one context to another. Due to

our transparent integration [15], these contexts are also

available as folders in the file system. Thus, the metaphor

of folders presenting a user their “golden thread” is close

to realization. Our ultimate goal would be to also bring

back all applications in the exact state they were in
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when they were last opened in that certain context. But

this is a task, which is hard to perform due to missing

interfaces for application resume. In general, we have

the challenge of creating user interfaces fitting well with

our MF capabilities, so that users are actually able

to cognitively offload. If they still have to keep rather

unimportant or too many things in mind or bother how

to store things in a way that they will find them later,

cognitive offloading is not possible. It is the system that

should note what they did last, that the link to a certain

website is stored for next time, that certain reminders
or documents come up as soon as they become relevant

(again), etc.

3.4 Incentives to maximize users’ willingness to

contribute

In Section 3.1, we gave reasons why we will not be able

to have a fully automated system. We will rely on users
helping to make aspects of their mental model explicit

in their PIMO. Therefore, we should provide incentives

that make them actually willing to do it, e.g. if they add

a sent e-mail to a certain context, an incoming reply

could automatically be associated with that context,

too. Further, the investments they have to spend should

be as low as possible. We thus have the challenge of

designing interfaces and functionality so well, that a

single click or drag operation can already mean a lot,

for example.

This goes along the important aspect that users

should immediately have (and see!) benefits from an ac-

tion such as annotating a web page with a task (which in

turn is an explicit “modelling” act in the semantic graph

done by the user in the annotation sidebar). Therefore,

from our experience in knowledge work support, it is

important to embed the support into daily work of the

users and trying to create a context in which informa-

tion need can be derived and required information be

provided. Hence, it is important to find scenarios and

use cases where this support is beneficial for users such

as process work embedded in the e-mail client [19] or a

context space for solving tickets [16]. Here, each action

in that environment immediately leads to benefits for

the user.

An inadequacy of investment and resulting benefit

may lead to a vicious circle of knowledge management

[31]. Our system should support the way towards a “per-

fect model” (i.e. user’s PIMO and mental model are

perfectly in sync), by allowing a sequence of tiny activi-

ties. The SemDesk ecosystem already takes this direction

by crawling information sources such as calendars, pro-

viding a sidebar allowing semantic bookmarking, writing

semantic notes, or a task management. For tasks such

activities could be: create task, set deadlines, add notes,

web or file links, etc. Thus, the user can decide at any

point whether they go another step or stop, whereas

both, the system and the user, benefit from each addi-

tionally taken step. Especially in the aforementioned

multi-tasking craziness, in which users are under high

pressure to continue their work and not spend time

with seemingly unnecessary steps, they may thus easier

regulate the amount of distraction they are currently

willing to accept. One of our hypotheses is, that even

if the return on investment of a “modelling activity” is
quite high, a too high corresponding user investment

may prevent the activity from being performed by the

user. In contrast, having an interruptible sequence of

tiny actions more likely leads to users doing at least

some of the “modelling steps”.

Other incentive measures, possibly well applicable

in OM scenarios, are discussed in [20], for example.

3.5 Forgetful information systems need to be cautious

and trustworthy

In experiments, interviews and discussions conducted in

our forgetting-related projects, we observed the ten-

dency of users, especially experts, to rather mistrust

automated system decisions in fear of losing their stuff.

As a consequence, we strive to design our forgetful sys-

tem to be cautious, i.e. rather doing nothing than doing

something wrong. By acting this way, we seek to earn

the users’ trust; they need to be sure that nothing harm-

ful (a data loss) will happen. In particular, this means

if collected and interpreted evidences do not justify to

take a certain support action, the system will refrain

from performing it. Our colleagues [39] go one step fur-

ther and have their system not take any action without

user confirmation, which is what we also did in the past:

When the MB of files dropped below a certain threshold

and the system selected them for being deleted on the

user’s current device, users were first asked for confir-

mation. Additionally, since our system is still a research

prototype, we did not delete any files completely so far –

there is always a backup in an archive. Nevertheless, we

abandoned asking for confirmation since it interrupted

users and drawing their attention on actually forgotten

regions resulting in the contrary effect of remembering,

as well as counteracting our idea of self-organization.

In [15], we presented a first prototype of a self-

reorganizing SemDesk based on MF features. Folders

can also be seen as contexts and the system is even able

to infuse its managed contexts into the file system. Fol-

lowing the principle of the aforementioned cautiousness,

automatically reorganizing these contexts, e.g. merging

or splitting them, should not lead to totally different
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paths that users have to follow in order to re-find desired

information. Since navigating folders (contexts) follows

the human intuition of navigating a map [2], sudden,

unexpected changes are potentially harmful here. We

could thus restrict our system to only merge parent and

child contexts after some time has passed. Greater mod-

ifications like merging contexts of similar but no directly

related topic areas, for example, would only be allowed

if a lot of time has passed and there was no new evidence

indicating that one of the topics is still relevant. Thus,

the goal of automatically tidying things up for the user
would justify such a merge of similar contexts. [2] also

states that Personal Information Management (PIM)

applications should take folders (contexts) as given and

try to exploit and improve them rather than replace

them, which is an advice we intend to follow as well as

possible.

3.6 How to gain trust in forgetful search and how to

visualize the forgotten?

One major question we still have to solve is how we

achieve that users gain trust in forgetful search. Con-

sider the example of a user entering keywords into the

search field of a forgetful system and no (or seemingly

incomplete) results are shown. Several questions could

come to that user’s mind: Have I used the “right” key-

words? Have I really saved the things I am now look-

ing for? I’m sure I saved it, why doesn’t it show up?

The challenge of establishing trust in forgetful search is

closely linked to the question of how to visualize what

is actually forgotten (forgotten in the sense of MF, i.e.

only a condensed version is still remaining or something

is hidden by default due to low MB). In the scenario

just mentioned, we could inform the user that there is

currently no search result in the “active” part of their

data, but something in the forgotten area. This could

be accompanied by measures trying to visualize how

search results belong to certain areas of the semantic

network, e.g. as thematic clusters, as well as how much

of the semantic graph has been covered by the current

search result set. Additionally, as done in the PIMO, if

the user enters an exact match of a thing’s label, e.g.

the full name of a person or project, then it would be

justified to directly show actually forgotten items, since

the user seems to have remembered something they have

not used for a long time. In general, we have to find

a balance between MF mechanisms that prevent users

from being overwhelmed by the potentially high number

of search results. But on the other hand, users still have

to find the things they are looking for, especially if they

came back to something not accessed for a very long

time (whereas “accessed” here especially means that a

whole topic area of the semantic graph has not been

stimulated for a long time – accessing related topics

would have raised the MB otherwise).

3.7 How to evaluate forgetful information systems?

All challenges mentioned so far share the problem of how

to evaluate their possible solutions. Evaluating an FIS

like ours is hard for several reasons. First, since we
support information management and knowledge work,

users’ views on their stuff are subjective [6], which re-

stricts evaluation scenarios. Second, there is still no

publicly available PIM dataset. To our best knowledge,

[1] is the most recent paper mentioning the plan to re-

lease a dataset “in the near future”, which is already

three years ago. [9] even argues that if such a dataset

was available, it would still lack the semantic informa-

tion to really make use of the data (e.g. whether a term

is the name of a project or whether a mentioned per-

son is a co-worker or spouse, etc.). Other approaches

like [18] created pseudo desktop collections for their ex-

periments (on information retrieval). These collections

neglect important sources like bookmarks or calendar

events as well as structures like the file folder hierarchy,

which also carry a lot of semantics. Last not least, we

have the additional aspect of forgetting, which makes us

state the hypothesis that participants need to perform

the evaluation of such systems using their own data.

How could people otherwise judge whether things were

forgotten correctly if they never knew the data?

To solve this problem, we intend to semi-automatically

bootstrap the semantic graph (PIMO) of a participant
before starting the evaluation of forgetting capabilities.

4 Conclusion & Outlook

In this paper, we gave an overview of information man-

agement and knowledge work support measures found

in two forgetting-related projects. In the first one, For-

getIT, we enhanced our productively used, SD-based

OM system with forgetting capabilities, thus having

one of the first FIS used in practice. From the begin-

ning on, in 2013, we searched for solutions inspired by

findings of cognitive psychology, yielding concepts like

MF and MB. In the recent and still ongoing Managed

Forgetting project, we especially focus on exploiting the

yet untapped potential of more explicated user context

and support measures inspired by Memory Inhibition.

We presented challenges that arise in the field of FIS,

discussed how we tackled some of them and also gave

insights on how we intend to solve the still open ones,

which will be our focus in the remainder of the project.
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